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KIDNEY-SICK PEOPLE !’mssus&ssaBsame
the work, namely, that of setting np the 
instrument at each level and establishing 
two points in line with and on the plane 
of the wires, an extension of the base line 
as it were. Apparently this is easy enough 

practically it is a very difficult mat
ter. In looking at the wires through the 
telescope and being very nearly in line 
with both it is almost impossible to tell 
the one from the other when the reflect
ing paper is held behind the farthest one. 
Remember they are only about four feet 
apart. It is necessary to pull one to 
side which starts it vibrating, and this 
means a delay of several minutes and 
taxes one’s patience to the utmost I 
think that tins part of underground 
veying is the most wearying, and it is 
onlyby exercising the utmost can- and 
patience that accurate results can be ac
complished, using transits instead of 
wires in short shafts.

Once the surveyor gets his lines exactly 
in line he should put in marks that will 
stay and his troubles for the time being 
are at an end. Very few mines can stand 
closing down working in their shaft for 
more than one day, so while once wires 
are down the surveyor should arrange to 
get all his points fixed so that the 
survey will suffice for all his future work. 
Base lines are established thus at each 
level and surface and the distances meas
ured down, and the sailing from this on is

I well remember one shaft I plumbed 
for survey in which the air was very 
bad. It was a ddpble- compartment shaft, 
and what ventilation there was at the 
bottom level was caused by the exhaust 
from a pump on the lowest level worked 
by steam. I could not work! while the 
pump was going as the exhaust steam 
blurred my glasses and I could not use the 
instrument. If I stopped the pump over 
15 minutes we had no air to breathe, and 
the candles would barely burn while the 
water coming through a water courw in 
another part of the mine wpuW gradual
ly work up around our knees. There was 
nothing to do but compromise, namely, 
survey for about 10 minutes, then pump 
for 15 minutes, and so on until eventually 
we got everything in good shape and no 
one was very sorry. Incline shafts 1 find 
more easy to survey if the instrument is 
in good order. One can generally traverse 
right down the shaft by placing staging 
at the different levels and establishing his 

from the traverse line "down the 
manent

above. So accurately can this be done 
that he can in many cases from his office 
give his directions where to drive to and. 
thus save many a foot of dead work.

Stops Sheets.—These are plans prepar
ed on sheets of x section paper to show 
approximately the amount of ground 
worked out in each fi^onth and its loca
tion. They are very easily made and give 
a great deal of valuable and necessary in
formation. I say prepared on sheets of x 
section paper, for this is a very simple 
way of plotting them. I suggest having 
one sheet for each floor levels and it will 
show a plan of the stope on that level and 
by additions at the end of every month 
and by showing these additions in differ
ent colors one can see at a glance how the 
work is proceeding and if necessary by 
knowing the height of the floors apart one 
can exactly figure out the tonnage of ore 
sloped from that stope during tne month.
A simple way of surveying these stopes, 
for these sheets if the stopes are timbered 
up with square sets is in the ordinary 
level surveying to locate and plot several 
of the end posts on the level below. Then 
knowing these posts which are carried up 
vertically, the one above the other, the 
surveyor and his helper can proceed to 
the first floor, get the post on top of the 
one he has located before and with a tape 
and a Brun ton pocket transit can quickly 
survey the outline of that stope ready tor 
plotting on his sheet, so on for each floor.
If the stopes have been taken out on 
floors or stulls it is more difficult and the 
surveyor must locate and place plugs on 
the hanging wall at any point which he 
can get a sight to from the level below.

Having located these plugs and number
ed them he can drop hie plumb line and 
proceed as before continuing his survey 
up through the stopes and placing pointa 
from which he can make his plan for each 
floor. Generally these are all the plans 
which are necessary.

If the head office is situated away from 
the mine office, in another city, and they 
there require to keep their plans up—a 
good way is to divide the working plan 
by fine blue lines into squares, say two 
inches square. At left hand side of plan 
number each square with numbers such 
as I, 2, 3, etc.,then have along the bottom 
of the plan, each square by a letter as A,
B, C, etc. Then suppose the surveyor 
points to his month’s work and it comes
into square 16C, he simply has to make BUrvey . ,
a little tracing of the work shown in ISC Bhaft. At every station level peri 
and send to the head office, and there marks should be put in so that th 
they know exactly where the work is and be used at any future time 
can plot it on their own plan which is of tbe work without having to 
course a duplicate of the working plan, again except perhaps for half an 
and ruled into similar squares. It is un- sometime when the shift is off.it is very 
possible to name all the cuts, drifts, etc., advantageous to all parties concerned, for 
whieh may be on a level so that the head tbe mine management to have one sur- 
office by correspondance can know them, Teyor do all the work. He has his own 
but by the above means they are known points established, has checked them over 
bv the squares in which they may happen and found out hie error, if any, and can 
to come when plotted and the head office proceed at any time without any loss of 
can see at a glance what is being done at time, whereas when the surveyors are 
the- mine. Many other small plane may changed it is very unfair to both, 
at times be necessary, but if the plans gecond surveyor unless he has a chance to 
above referred to show the information g0 0ver the first surveyor’s work has to 
which they should, then any other re- aBBUme everything to be correct, and is 
nuired plans can be made from the data aiwaya uncertain as to his work, and nas 
shown on them. They show or have the : a difficult position to fill, though, of 
levels at every’station point, so that it is I COUrse, he has the advantageous m case his 
only a few minutes work to make a cross work does not come out correctly of blam- 
section at any place where it may be re- ing the first surveyor’s work for “• 
quired. The underground surveyor or en- Aa j have said before, there are many 
gineer has many other jobs to do besides other jobs a surveyor totalto do i“ » 
that of map making, and some of them, which I have not touched uponbutone 
considering the positions and places thing is certain that he never knows in 
where they have to be done, will tax the going below what he may have to do un- 
ingenuity of anyone. One never knows til he reaches the surface again, so he 
where he is to be placed or bowhe can must be always on the alert and ready to 
proceed until he gets to work. When it figure or lay out anything. ,
comes to traversing one level, surveying j have endeavored to show the import 
down a shaft,' traversing along another ance 0f this survey work and the manner 
level and giving lines and grade# for a Qf doing it. If I have -not made every 
raise which is to be timbered up or down thing clear I will be glad to explain it 
as the raise is opened and said timbering aga;n> also will be glad tothe best of my 
is to fit in perhaps with the bottomof the ability to answer any questions you may 
shaft already sunk to the level above or to ask me about it. Thanking y
to connect with a winze which perhaps for your .attention I am at your disposal 
has been timbered down to meet the for a short time. _____ 
raise, then one has to use afl the care, 
which is possible to. take. You may fig
ure out in the office how you intend to 
proceed to give the lines, but in nine 
cases out of ten when you get to work 
you will find that you cannot set up your 
instrument in the place calculated upon, 
or if you can you will find some stall 
ground or -timbers in your way through 
which you cannot see and which cannot 
be removed, and on the spur of the mo
ment you will have to think out another 
method of procedure, while at the same 
time the timbermen are all standing and 
waiting for your lines to set their wall
plates by. Thatta“t *hA ^One''of Republic, March 21.—[Special.l—To- 
fh-^rnost difficult* jobs for me though ap- day the Woodhouee-We'la Towneite Go.
Darently1 simple enough is that of connect- began grading, and plows and scrapers 
L the^ surface work and the different were busily employed. The grading will 
levels through a vertical shaft. be continued along Clark avenue down

The surveyor is nearly always restricted to Stack’s store. Wben compietedj* will 
to one compartment of the shaft, which make a good grade and a level one for

rarely larger than 4 1-2x5 feet, which tbe mam avenue of the town,
consequently the limit ot length of the The Qagebic claim, one mile north of 

.base line. When one considers that the the Tom Thumb, has a abaft down 20 
levels have to be 8urve^, ^ aP cheT feet, sinking on the ledge, which is abou t 
a thousand feet or Pore,^ph?t 1 readily 20 inches widi. Three shifts are now

EfHLiibo^

ladder wavs air pipes, etc., it is absolute- shaft, is now in 90 feet, and they expec 
lv necessary’ for a time to give the shrvey- to Cut the ledge within the next 25 or 30 
or entire use of the one compartment. feet. .
The ordinary way to proceed is to obtain Qn the Insurgent a shaft is being
two wires—No. 22 copper is very good, atarte(i cear the east side line of the 
build a stout staging over the compart- L(me pinti- This shaft is going down on
ment, hang a good heavy weight-six or cross v.in that pass, s

ütirsr&.'a:
thé stations below so that when ready the values. Assays ««ken from the lueur 
surverorcan set up his instrument m the geut today ran $49 90 and $55.81. Work 
station in line or rather in the place of ls steadily progressing, 
the two wires. Then place the wires as far The railroad engineers are 
apart as possible so that ybu will get your gra(jeg an(j elevations at the lower end 
base line the maximum length, but care q{ ^ Reputfiit. townsite, near Stack s 
must be taken to prevent them touching Ftore Aboüt three quarters of a mli
the sides of the shaft Get two pails ,g ^ ranuh of tbe Indian chief,
water, oil or some fluid, set them Tenascot who does not understand thelowest bend in the shaft so that the tenMCOt, noes ^ ^ tQ ,he
th^m a'ndrthusSin a smaf measure stop e irveyors going through his ranch ; b it AN8WKE3 TO CORRESPONDENTS

s*.j.ibSdX JïsÆSra,» ^•sÿssttssssïir *»• ...—«i--—-
hnus.b«rs?£SAa,"8 æïsïïÆXS.s
possible, I?d examine the w,res all tne ” from ythti company to in lamhkea great manyother people un-
way down to see are mingug free- ”the {or f men and hereafter ^^ftBetout ta yo^ I wais taldXhat
w lf vtiwlerarral’y be found to do. After three shifts will be employed in sinking you would be aWe to give some mforma-
thCyVhave been examined and^found or tb^ehalt^^ Luck Con8oljdated( at a
Son6the vibrations’as much af poXsible. depth of 50 feet, there is five feet of ore
There is generally a good deal of water that assays $36. A shaft is being sunk, 
foiling down which is bound to keep the ; „nd the above assay is from the bottom, 
wires moving. Get two boards as wide as | q q Wootlhouse, Jr., and O. O.
the top of the pail and bore an augur hole yaruvgg secretary of tbe company, are
in each and put on top of the pad with 
the wires through the holes. Ibis woll 
prevent the large drops from splashing 
the water in the pails add keep the
weights steadier. It is often necessary to A 8aMT SALMON BUN.
turn‘off1 morefwrtei?^ndrmany expedients preparation. W ‘ft Fora Larger
will have to be found in order to stop the p.c* n »
wires from vibrating. As it is generally victoria> March 25,-The steamer Wil-
necessary to stop the pumps during the from northern British Go nmbia
survey as the exhaust of steam makes the ”rt arrived today and brings news mat 
air or rather the glasses of the telescope, [ndicationa point to a great run of salmon 
too moist to see through with the mstru-j this year> and that preparations are being 
ment, or if the pumps run by air the ex- made {or forger packs than usual, there 
haust makes too great a draft to allow bag lately been an extraordinary run of 
the wires to hang steadily, the surveyorjin the liuie fish called oolachans, and Robt. 
the bottom level is liable before he is fan- Cu„nmgham’e cannery steamer, the 
isbed to find himself standing up to his Chie£tain, went u the Naas from Port 
middle, if not up to his neck, in water, Essington and too as much as 25 tons of 
but this is a matter of little moment to a the bttle fishes m a single night. All the 
surveyor. Consequently in surveying a northern canners who took^dvantage of 
shaft‘from which a great many levels are, the nma made prodigiouTcatefies. 
driven it is the best thing to start at the ^ ^ ^
TheTclet the mort aggravating part of of Grand Forks, is in the city on a visit.

THE MINI
but

Kidney diseases are the most in
sidious of all diseases common to 
humanity : within the past few 
years medical science* has made 
woaderful strides in coping with its 
ravages.’ Sooth American Kidney 
Cure has proved rich in hanling 
power, and every day testimony ie y. - 
piled ap for its graot curative qaaff- 
ties. Where kidney disease exists 

^ it is generally indicated by certain 
changes in the urine, such as mucus,

\È sediment, albumen, brick dust, acid 
bL and blood—pain is not necessarily aa 

accompaniment, which only aggra- 
■72^1 vales the insidious nature of it. Test

ing and experimenting has disclosed 
the fact that the passing through 
these organs of the solid particles 
in the ordinary course of circulation 
do in a remarkably short while clog 
up, grind oat and impair them a© 
that the functions of these organs art 
not performed and disease lays hold 
on the patient with a ruthless hand. 
Kidney diseases require a solvent— 
South American Kidney Cure is a 
solvent—it is a kidney specific—

-— w claims to be no more—it has bees
tested by eminent medical authorities on kidney disease's, and proved and testified to by 
them as the surest and safest cure for all diseases of the kidneys and bladder. Its a 
purifier—a healer—a health builder—efficacious alike to man or woman.
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he continued hi* work sntUaTmoit eommanded and like „'Jsev5,i Si under IS

S^nS.fiîïï.si'îsSi SÆis.iiîi.1,]£.'isz5"r.iï,ïï~ !
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would claim another kidney victim. When he ___..

SOUTH AMERICAN NERVINE—Is a nerve healer. Cures indigestien and all atomash treahMa
’^SoÏTH^SlCAlS'ÏSeUM^ CURE-H» lifted men eff a hed of pain after.ihw^ 
"“’DR? AQNEW’ïmXrnEN"? itching « operating ,n.. in from three »
Its nights. 35 cts.
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The subject upon which I promised to tances between station points by stope 
read a paper tonight is one which in it. oi% S*£
technical points is of most interest to tne night calculating the horizontal and 
surveyor or bis student, but I shall eu- vertical distances corresponding thereto, 
deavor to so divide the headings that it By doing this one.can obtain closer re-
-n b. .1 »««.« to .U. i wiii

sity of running separate lines of levels.
Marks or Station Points.—The setting 

of th<se is most important, and as the 
ground in this camp is so very hard and 
immoveable one is generally able to get 
then put in places where they are not lia
ble to be^isturbed.

I get the foreman to put in plug holes 
in the roof or back of the workings at 
every bend with hand steel and about 
three inches deep. Into this he drives a 
light fitting wooden plug projecting not 
more than one inch or 12 from the hole. 
After having shown the foreman what is 
required I depend on him to put in these 
holes as he progresses with his headings, 
so that when the surveyor at the end of 
every month or fortnight, goes to make 
up his surveys he has not to waste half 
his time hunting up steel and men to 
drill the holes, but can proceed at once.

Into these plugs I use a screw eye— 
screwed in tigfft, and with a three-corner
ed file make a notch or cut in the bottom 
so that the string of the plumb bob will 
always hang from the center of the notch. 
These plugs are all numbered and for this 
purpose I use brass tags about three-quar
ters of an inch square, with a number 
•tamped upon them and a hole punched 
in them for a brad nail. When the as
sistant, and one is all that is ordinarily 
necessary, has put in his screw eye, filed 
the mark and nailed on his number tag— 
the surveyor is ready to go to work.
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deavor to give prominence to points 
which may at some time be of use to 
managers, superintendents, foremen and 
all mining men.
It has been stated, and truly so, tlmt the 

most successiul managers and superinten
dents are and have been those who make 
a point of keeping their surveys up to 
dateJ It may be said that this is the ar
gument from the point of view ot the sur
veyor, but I think and hope that 1 shall 
be able to show and convince, all mining 

that this is true from every stand-

«
one

men
point. I heard it said not very long ago 
by one of the best and most successful 
mining engineers and managers in the 
United States that there is practically 
very little difficulty in getting the ore out 
of the ground when it is once found, but 
what was wanted everywhere and the 

who were most sought after were 
those who could, with the least amount 
of dead work, find the ore, and that this 
coüld not be done successfully unless the 
surveys were accurately done auJ proper
ly kept up. The question of locating 
ledges and doing the preliminary prospec
ting on a piece of ground is, of course, the 
work of the miner or prospector. Alter 
this has been done am. sufficient develop
ment work accomplished to define the 
ledge, ore chutes, and perhaps a few 
dykes, breaks or faults, which may be lo
cated on the surface or very near thereto, 
then the work ot the surveyor begins.

His work is to accurately locate and 
map out all the work which has been 
done, all the exposures, trends, strikes, 
and any other features, either physical or 
topographical, which the manager or he 
himself may be able to determine. We 
have all seen over and over again in this 
country the vast amount of money ase- 
lessly spent trying to locate ore wham a 
surrej often' would hare shown it all up.
In doing this he should leave his fie— or 
underground work in emeh shape that the 
superintendent can use his marks, which 
hare been left on the ground and which 
correspond to similar marks on the plans 
for the purpose of locating all his dykes, 
faults, breaks, ore, points of taking sam
ples and any geology which is or may dif
fer from that previously met with as he 
finds them in contnriing his work and 
which may be of immense service m locat
ing ore bodies in the lower levels. I will 
refer to this later on and will ask your 
indulgence a short time while I speak a 
little about tKe technical part of under
ground surveying.

I think that if there is one business or 
profession in this world which requires 
more patience, care, accuracy and weary
ing work more than another—that busi
ness is underground surveying—and for 
that reason 1 would ask managers to bear 
kindly with the surveyor and give him a 
good chance even tnough at times he be
comes cranky when doing his work. In 
mines working in full blast where the 
drifts are small and the surveyor is en
deavoring to proceed as fast as possible 
in order to delay the carmen or general 
work as short a time as it is absolutely 
necessary; he has to have all his wits 
about him and m order to get everything 
completed before leaving his point and 
completed accurately he has no time to 
think of anything else.

In most professions the operator has 
chance of covering over his inaccur

acies or in construing them into some
thing else but mistakes, but the under
ground surveyor, so far as I have seen, 
has no way of covering up his mistakes 
when once made. The slightest error— 
almost unappreciable at times, in reading 
the vernier of his instrument either for 
a horizontal or vertical angle, the figures 
on. his tape line, the disturbance of his 
points or station marks—the transposing 
of figures in booking, as for instance, put
ting down 41.32 instead of 42.31, or of 
many other things too numerous to men
tion, may throw his survey all out and 
cost thousands of dollars in haying work 
done, the mistake on which will not be 
found out until after it is too late, lhere- 
fore, the surveyor must have an oppor
tunity to go over hi* work, check it over 
and see that it is right, even if he delay 
a small portion of the mine • operations 
for a short time. It will repay the mine 
im the end.

Instruments.—I will not elaborate on
this point as it may in give an inkling as to where to locate an
all, but would sugge t following- extension of some ore body or some suchgetting a new instrument, the following. features
Get one of the very best made, as light Wee features. j
as possible consistent with good work- Maps -The result of the survey is of 
manship, keeping in perfect adjustment, course the map or plan which is compiled 
handle it like a baby and let no one else therefrom, and this is the portion ot the 
touch it survey which the superintendent or man-

It seems natural to human nature that requires and w.-out which the sur-it seems natural iiu . vey is of little use to him. There is of
every person, not a s y , n n;ne course a difference of opinion as to how
cases*"011?“of1 ten will grab’hold of the these should be made in or on to show 
cases out °i xen,• wm g , k :g . plainly and simply all tne workings and
telescope when the to do any ; in such shape that they can be easily un
turned a“d^‘t^/^.^Xhe telescone™ deretood. First, I would suggest making 
harm will try and direc charged ln accurate ground plan platted on good
some object while '^ backed paper to a scale of say 40 feet toand you know the result No harm is m ^ p,ot by meang of latitudes and
tended, but the resu t trinod has departures from an observed astronomi-
an instrument of which cr?sahead cal meridian showing the ground plan of

’ telescope legs and a shilling crossfiead^ the same map and tint each
for many places will be met with wnere ^ ^ a different color. Leave the 
it is very difficult , ^-ifs through paper large enough for future workings,other places m order to get sights through PJ gfin tnis each month’s work as
small openings ™ s^Pe8 he Instrument surveyed. Show the position of all plugs 
comes neceaary to 8 P , ^bich with their numbers, and in fact as much 
either ? unfoss one can length- information as is possible to get on with-
“ TSrtln °thde°leTs O? CtnpXd 4,1. ' out cramping This is the working plan. 
Get an auxilliary telescope with counter-1 Then I would suggest maxing a separate 
balance to fit either on top or at the side tracing of each level putting a square bor- 
nf the regular telescope at will. The aux- der around so that when the tracings are 
illiarv telescope is absolutely necessary in placed the one over the other with the 
incline shafts where the incline is over 60 borders directly above each otheiy' the 
“ cent That is—is absolutely necessary levels will show through the tracihg lines 
** far a3 doing rapid and accurate in their proper positions, ion can thus
work is concerned, which as I have said see through two or three sheets and see 
hpfore is the principle success to be ob- the levels in their proper positions under
lined’in underground surveying. I find neath. These tracings are for tne pur- 
5", ïbo nurnose of reading horizontal an- pose of showing the ore bodies, geology, des or Fmmg down » shift where the and general features of the ground These 
Sich is over 60 per cent that it saves lab- are for the-use of the superintendent or 
or and figuring if the auxilliary telescope manager, and are filled m by the survey- 
fo used on top? while in measuring angles or, superintendent, geologist or whoever 
of stopes, be they angles of elevation or measures up the ground. For instance, 
a the best results are obtained suppose this is done by the supenntend-bfiisng the auxüUary leSescope attached ent. He goes on the first level and loc- 

• ,7 the side In both cases the objection ates all dykes, ore, cross veins, faults,
i. of having to make calcula- crushed zones, breaks and any peculiar
tionl iav the difference in angles due to features. He measures the distance to 
the1 distance anart of the lines of colinea- them from the nearest numbered plug 
t,Vm of both telescopes Another mstru- notes their strike, dip, width and all about 
£?nt Whfoh T use lid which is of im- them and gives them to the draughtsman 
mmseXs? hand value in the mine and on to plot. He plots them accurately on the 
the surface, not only to the surveyor, but tracing of the particular level showing 
to the superintendent, is Brunton's Poc- each m distinct colors with colored pen- 
ket Transit,” one of which I have brought cils. This is done for every level. Then 

‘th me • i if the=e sheets are placed one, on top of
Tapes -I find Kenffel & Essers’ Excel-1 the other the superintendent can see at 

sior steel tape, 100 feet long, divided into a glance by slipping one tracing around 
tenths and hundredths, most satisfactory, on thé other, the dykes, ore chutes, faults, 
This, with a ribbon tape, 300 or 400 feet etc., which • correspond on the different 
lone, divided every five feet, and a small levels so that in driving a new 
spring tape, say six feet long, divided into less some new feature crops up between 
tenths and hundredths, to be all that is them he can tell just where to expect to 

I believe in measuring all dis- find these peculiarities found on the level

i
men

For Sale fo.v Goodeve Bros.ey can 
to continue 

use the shaft 
hour

These plugs are shown on the plans or 
with numbers corresponding tomaps

those on the works, and are of enormous 
value for the manager, superintendent, 
sampler or geologist in locating the geo
logy or peculiarities which are passed 
through. They serve also of great value 
in sampling and oa keeping track of the 
locations of samples sent to the essayer. 
For instance, his assay book will show 
beside the number of ,his sample, date, 
etc., the distance east or west or north or 
south from plug number so and so. Thus 
he can trace on his map or know at any 
future time either on his map or on the 
ground the exact place from which he got 
his samples and thus fully locate his good 
or $>oor ore chutes.

Also from these plugs he measures his 
dykes, faults, breaks, crossveins, changes, 
ore bodies, or any other features which 
may be of aervice afterwards in working 
on the lower levels. 1 will refer to this 
later on more fully. And here I would 
like to impress upon all superintendents 
and foremen the necessity and saving of 
time, money and labor derived by pre
serving as much as possible these marks. 
I know these plugs are very convenient 
at times to drive a track spike into or a 
hook from which to suspend a ventilating 
pipe and that screw eyes are excellent 
things and handy to unscrew from a plug 
and put somewhere else te attach a chalk 
line to, but remember that it has taken 
the surveyor a lot of time and trouble to 
accurately locate these points and as 
sure as they have been disturbed so cer
tain is it that he will require tnem again 
and it may take him from a half a day to 
a day to renew them or to establish new 
points.

Of course there are times when it is im
possible to preserve them. They may be 
blasted out or covered with lagging or 
taken out in stoping, but I regret to say 
that many are disturbed when ‘ there is 
absolutely no neceeeitv for it. Each one 
of these plugs also is made a bench mark 
for levels, so that from the map a verti
cal section may be made at any time 
without making any new survey.

In surveying drifts, levels, crosscuts and 
tunnels great advantage is derived in ac
curately defining all small bends, humps 
and irregularities in the walls of tne 
drives. It is not sufficient to measure the 
width of the drift at each station point 
and draw straight lines between. /This 
does not represent the drifts as they 
really are, but between stations offsets 
should be taken to show as nearly as pos
sible the exact figure of the drift, taken 
either at floor level or at hip level, as 
the surveyor may require or decide.

These small irregularities assist often 
very materially in locating or finding out 
information which may show at a glance 
some feature which might have disturbed 
tile vein or some information which may
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A. C. 8MELDOM, General Agent. 860 Washington^., PORTLAND. ORE. Le Roi........ .........

War Eagle..........
Iron Mask...........

Total...........tion on the subject. I would like to find 
out if there has been any work done on i* 
and what are its prospects, and if there is 
any use in holding the stock, which 1 
purchased at 15 cents a share. Yours 
truly, *r. F.

Toronto. March 18.

“ HELLO,” EVERYWHERE War Eagle and Ce 
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. 300,000 tons, this 
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Superintendent Kent Promisee • Piret 
Class Service Prom Here.

[Nothng is being done with the Mug
wump property at present. The control 
of the capital stock of the Mugwump Gold 
Mining company wan purchased some 
time since by the men who control the 
War Eagle. The object said to have been 
sought by the purchase was to prevent 
disputes that might have arisen as to lat
eral rights. The Mugwump is not like!* 
to be operated for some time.]

The Boundary Creak Country Will be 
Connected by a Double Metallic Wire 

and good Instruments Provided.IMPROVING THE STREETS
W. H. Kent, general superintendent 

of the Vernon & Nel-ton rl eîephone com
pany, and of the Mew Westminster & 
Burrard Inlet Telephone company, limited, 
is in the city.. Mi. Kent states that the ser- 
the city. Mr. Kent states that the- ser
vice is to be improved at once, and that 
every facility is to be afforded for immedi
ate connection with all points. The com
pany now has ample funds to conduct all 
its operations, and while the outside 
towns are now connected with but a single 
wire, there will be a double copper wire 
service from here into the Boundary dis
trict in addition to the double wire ser
vice to Spokane.

Heretofore the company has been ham
pered by lack of funds, but the necessities 
of the country and the splendid showing 
made by the comphny have induced Brit
ish capitalists to put in sufficient money 
to establish a really first class service. 
It must not be understood that this will 
be what is known as an express service, 
because the cost would be too great, but 
it will be a genuinely first class service, 
equally to that of any district of the same 
population and of smaller area on the con
tinent of America.

Mr. Kent says that the old instruments 
now in use will be replaced with more 
modern ones as fast as possible, and that 
the new company is prepared to afford 
such facilities as will satisfy the public. 
He, moreover, said that the prosperity of 
the country meant the prosperity of the 
company, and that the directors of the 
British Columbia telephones 
the necessities of a new country, and were 
prepared to back him up in making such 
a service as would be acceptible to all the 
p€ eple of the Kootenays and of the whole 
province. , ,

Hereafter, he said, there would be no 
excuse for kicks. Of course it may take 
a week or two, or perhaps a little longer, 
to get the lines ana instruments m better 
shape, but the work was progressif so rap
idly that it was only a question of a very 
short time before every department of the 
work would be in first class shape.

This Work Has Been Commenced in 
Bepublic. a g

Property Sold for Debts.
Editor Miner—Sir: Would you kind

ly, through the columns of your valuable 
paper, let me know if the International 
Gold-Copper Mining company is still is 
existence, and if they are working the 
property, and if so, to whait success, and 
oblige yours, etc., C. C. D.

Keslo, B. C., March 20.
[The assets of the International Gold 

and Copper Mining company were sold 
by the sheriff some time smee for debts.}

some
■allroad Engineers Are Taking grades 

and Elsvatlona—Mining 
Notes.

which i 
sixteen mi

WAYS THAT ABB DARK.”
A Heathen Ohtnee Forges a White 

Merchant’s Kamip
On Friday last a Chinese wfishee washes 

walked into the Montreal house and 
presented Amie Morin, the proprietor, 
with a check signed R. Greigor and asxed 
to have it cashed. The check was for $50 
and as Mr. Morin had known the vr.nese 
for some time he had no hesitation in 
cashing it, well knowing that Mr. ureig- 
or’s check, if genuine, was perfectly good.

He was the more unsuspicious as he did 
not know that the Chinese had attended 
Sunday school and been taught there to 
both speak and write in English. When 
the check was presented at the bank, the 
forgery was at once apparent, and the 
authorities were notified, but the bird iad 
fled. He had claws and had dug his way 
out of town. It is supposed ne was bound 
for Trail, but the officer could not find 
him there. He was not an eagle, but a 
blackbird. .
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The LossIWas $5,COD.
J. L. Barker, M. E., for the Dundee 

Mining company, yesterday returned from 
a visit to Ymir. He reports that the ma
chinery which was in the shaft house of 
the Dundee when that structure was de
stroyed by fire a few days since is practi
cally a total loss.The loss, he says, is in 
the neighborhood of $5,000. Mr. \ an Et- 
tleson, the adjuster of the Commercial 
Union Insurance company, is at the prop
erty with an expert estimating the loss. 
As soon as this is determined the Dun
dee company will decide what sort of a 
plant shall be purchased and installed te 
replace the one that has been destroyed 
by fire.

taking
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* Medical Treatment on Trial
To Any Reliable Man.

man,
the old Crown Poin
man of the War Etoj 

L the champion drille 
V day foreman, and 1 

at the Deer Pman
the Centre Star. % 
be appointed soon, 
sistant manager of I 
signed to take the 
gineer of one of tl 
at Iron wood, Mich.; 
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ancy caused by thi 

Victory-Triumph.-: 
of the Victory-Trim 
pany, on Friday r< 
London from Secret 
tory & Triumph E 
limited, directing tl 
on the properties o: 
Gold Mining compa 
on Sophie mountai 
that a letter would 
reason which impel! 
a cessation of worl 
yesterday and stat< 
know the reason foi 
be completely in tl 
planatory letter ar 
Mr. Paul deeply r< 
should cease at th

“ c? Eb and Peter Porter, the Spokane 
mining men, are in camp.

.RVELOUS APPLIANCE and one 
month’s remedies of rare power will 
be sent on trial, WITHOUT ANY 
ADVANCE PAYMENT, by the 

foremost Company In the world in the treatment 
of men weak, broken, discouraged from effects of 
excesses, worry, overwork, &c. Happy marriage 
secured, complete restoration or development of 
all robust conditions. The time of this offer Is 
limited. No C. 0. D. scheme; no deception; 
no exposure. New medical book with full account sent under plain 
letter seal without charge, Address

ERIE MEDICAL CO., 64 Niagara St., Buffalo, N
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